MOSCOW
4d/3n
Moscow is a city where the past and the future live
side by side. Here you will find everything from
medieval fortresses and Soviet monoliths to glass
skyscrapers and innovation centers. The Russian
capital is extremely beautiful, take your time to see the
grandeur of the Red Square with the most iconic
places St. Basil's Cathedral, the Kremlin and the
GUM department store. Enjoy the panoramic view of
the city from Sparrow Hills.

TRAVEL ITINERARY
DAY 1

MOSCOW

Meeting at the airport. Transfer to the hotel.
Free time.
Night at the hotel.

DAY 2

MOSCOW

Breakfast at the hotel.
City tour of Moscow by transport with a guide: discover from the outside the Red
Square, St. Basil the Blessed Cathedral, the GUM, the Kremlin, Tverskaya Street,
then the Sparrow Hill with its superb panorama, and finally a wonderful
panoramic view of the Novodevichy convent and cozy Novodevichy Ponds Park.
Meeting with the guide in the afternoon.
Guided tour of the metro and the Cathedral of Christ the Savior: the Moscow Metro
is known worldwide for its rich ornaments in various styles ranging from classicism to
Soviet realism. Some stations are real "underground palaces". Not far away, you will
admire the impressive Cathedral of Christ the Savior, destroyed by Stalin,
transformed into a swimming pool, then rebuilt identically in the 2000s and opened
for worship (you will be able to visit it from the inside, without your guide).
Night at the hotel.
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TRAVEL ITINERARY (2)
DAY 3

MOSCOW

Breakfast at the hotel.
Free morning in Moscow (option visit to Izmailovo).
Meeting with the guide in the afternoon.
Guided tour of the Kremlin: former residence of the tsars, the largest and most
famous fortress in the country, the Kremlin is a group of palaces and cathedrals, the
oldest of which date back to the 16th century (Optional: guided tour of the Armoury
Chamber).
Night at the hotel.

DAY 4

MOSCOW

Breakfast at the hotel.
Pick-up from the hotel and transfer to the airport.
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